The Cigarette Marketing Standards Act (CMSA) is New York’s minimum cigarette price law. The law sets a minimum markup on cigarettes at each stage of the distribution chain. It is a violation of the law for tax stamping agents, wholesalers or retailers to advertise, offer to sell, or sell cigarettes below the minimum price. For a variety of reasons, however, this law does not maintain cigarette prices at a level high enough to positively impact public health. Complementary policies may be necessary to ensure high prices on tobacco products and achieve a reduction in tobacco use.

How is the minimum price calculated for cigarettes in New York?

There are many players in the cigarette supply chain. The minimum price calculation starts with the manufacturer’s list (or invoice) price (as set by the manufacturer). This is the price at which the tax stamping agent purchases the cigarettes. In each subsequent transaction, a minimum “cost of doing business” is added to the purchase price. The seller’s cost of doing business is based on the identity of the purchaser. Broken down, it looks like this:

**Manufacturer’s List Price:** The invoice price at which the tax stamping agent purchases the cigarettes from the manufacturer.

**Basic Cost:** The manufacturer’s list price, minus any trade discounts, plus the face value of the tax stamps the stamping agent is required to purchase and affix to each pack. The basic cost is used to calculate the minimum sale price throughout the remainder of the distribution chain.

**Wholesaler Purchase Price:** The basic cost plus the cost of doing business, which is 7/8% of the basic cost, plus $0.02 per pack (or $0.20 per carton of 10 packs) of cigarettes.

**Retailer Purchase Price:** The wholesaler’s purchase price plus the cost of doing business, which is 3% of the basic cost.

**Consumer Purchase Price:** The retailer’s purchase price plus the cost of doing business, which is 7% of the retailer’s purchase price.

How is the CMSA enforced?

The CMSA is enforced by the New York Department of Taxation and Finance. Violations of the CMSA incur both civil and criminal penalties. Civil penalties include license suspensions and fines of up to $20,000 for the first violation (both of which may increase for subsequent violations). Violations also constitute a class B misdemeanor, if criminally convicted.
What are the public health implications of the CMSA?

There is a clear, inverse relationship between tobacco price and tobacco consumption. Studies show that a 10% increase in cigarette price can lead to a 3-5% decrease in purchases by adults (and youth may be more price-sensitive). Thus, policies that increase the price of tobacco products at retail may impact public health by reducing usage rates, particularly among youth.

The CMSA has the potential to maintain higher retail prices on cigarettes. Similar to other states’ minimum price laws, the CMSA was originally enacted to deter predatory business practices among cigarette dealers rather than for public health reasons. Nevertheless, the CMSA is one of the few minimum price laws to prohibit certain strategies cigarette manufacturers use to circumvent minimum price laws and lower the retail price of cigarettes. Specifically, the CMSA prohibits “buy-downs” and “master-type” retailer incentive programs to factor in to the calculation of—and thereby reduce—the “basic cost” upon which the minimum retail prices are based.

Ultimately, however, the CMSA’s formula does not result in a meaningful minimum price. The law allows manufacturers to set the invoice price at which cigarettes are purchased by tax stamp agents (and which serves as the basis for the minimum price calculation). Additionally, the required minimum markup is actually significantly lower than the average free market markup of 18%. Finally, the law permits retail price discounting such as discount coupons and cross-promotions (e.g., discounted smokeless product with purchase of cigarettes). Accordingly, without an amendment to increase the minimum markup (or include a minimum invoice price) and close loopholes that permit discounting of cigarettes, the CMSA does not have much of an effect on public health.
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